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Abstract



Lovegety carrier who had the same preference such as talking or karaoke[4].



This paper introduces the Balloon Tag, an infrared LED tag whose ID is detected and read by an ordinary video camera. Different from conventional visual tag systems, the signal patterns cannot be seen by human and don’t annoy the user while relative position of the tag from camera can be recognized as barcode ID tag. The authors combined the idea of the Balloon Tag with wireless communication over Bluetooth which is said to be widely used with wearable computers. By the proposed algorithm, the Balloon Tag receiver chooses the nearest Bluetooth transmitter. Then, a part of the Bluetooth device address (BD_ADDR) is obtained to establish a Bluetooth connection between the transmitter and the receiver. As the result, the receiver can easily select the most important transmitter and begin communication.



1. Introduction Recently, tags are read electrically and/or magnetically in many occasions. One simple example is shoplifting tags attached to compact discs. They can carry one bit information; purchased or not. Name badge contains several bytes of ID number so that the wearer can unlock doors or buy lunch just by showing it to the reading device, not by swiping it. Want et al. showed several applications of active badges that enable computer to provide public and personal services according to the wearer’s location[1]. Swatch Access watch is known as a carrier of ID and electronic cash[2]. Not only authentication, tag technology brings the functions of enhanced communication and entertainment. Borovoy et al. showed their field study of the Meme Tags[3], which can carry short text (meme) and can exchange the meme with a nearby tag. In Japan, a toy tag called Lovegety lit up when there was another



Figure 1. Balloon Tag wearer. The image is taken by a camera with optical filter. Radio frequency identification (RFID) tags are getting smaller, smarter and less expensive[5]. Resonant LC tag too can realize simple identification at much less expensive cost[6]. Gershenfeld showed his vision of small tag and penny computer technology[7]. Obviously, such



tags will give wearable computers a great opportunity to serve the information according to user’s circumstances and contexts. If tags are located in every room, the worn computer can easily recognize where the user is. If tags are attached to all of the objects in need and every member in the community has such tags, the computer can easily recognize when and whom the user talks to, or when and what the user picks up at a grocery store. However, with RFID tags, the only information a receiver may obtain is just short sequences of numbers or characters. It is very difficult to obtain each tag’s location relatively from the receiver. When two tag wearers stand close to a receiver, computer can hardly suggest which person would be more important for the future business within a short time, even if complete profiles of the two are available. What will happen at a crowded party? When ten ID numbers are received, how can we tell who the collaborators are and who the competitors are? One solution for this issue is to use visually readable tags — barcodes. Several methods and applications have been proposed[8][9]. By using barcodes and a camera, computer can recognize the object’s ID and location at a time. This is very important function for augmented reality. However, while such barcodes are designed to be read by computer, not by human, they can be seen by both of the two. Randomly arranged rectangles are sometimes visually obtrusive. When a barcode wearer is going out for lunch, the wearer may want to detach the tag not to look strange. Moreover, since barcodes are printed on paper, they are not suitable to transmit (display) dynamically changing information such as user’s context. Yarin et al. showed the tag which has arrays of LED’s and indicates the status of a storage container dynamically. For example, the tags show frequency of use of the containers[10]. In this paper, the authors discuss a design and applications of the “Balloon Tag”. The Balloon Tag is an active ID tag which transmits some bytes of short ID number by blinking patterns of infrared LED’s. Thanks to infrared light, blinking patterns cannot be seen by human eyes. However, because of infrared sensitivity of conventional video cameras, computer can see and read the tag ID, and can specify the position of tag in the video frame at a time. The original idea of the Balloon Tag is to superimpose object’s ID and other related information on the image in head-mounted display (HMD) like balloons in comic strips. Including this, applications and possibilities of the Balloon Tag is discussed in Section 5.



The authors tested another functionality of the Balloon Tag in combination with wireless communication over Bluetooth. Under the circumstances where many people are transmitting their personal information over Bluetooth, there must be a need to distinguish the most important person at the moment. One clue to obtain the importance is physical distance from the receiver. If the closest transmitter turns the back to the receiver, we can assume that the transmitter is going to leave and is no longer important to the receiver. In this case, the situation cannot easily be determined only by the wireless system. At this standpoint, the Balloon Tag sends some portion of Bluetooth device address (BD_ADDR), which is required by Bluetooth negotiation protocol to establish a connection. As the feature of the Balloon Tag, receiver can easily select the nearest transmitter who is facing to the receiver. Therefore the receiver can establish a Bluetooth connection only with the most important person, even when multiple transmitters are in the effective field of connection. In the following sections, firstly the features, advantages and disadvantages of the Balloon Tag are discussed. Then, tag ID transmitting protocol and decoding algorithm are explained in Section 3. In Section 4, the experiments and results are shown. Additionally, other applications of the Balloon Tag are introduced in Section 5.



2. The Balloon Tag Figure 2 shows the prototype of the Balloon Tag, which measures 50 × 45 × 30mm (=2.0 × 1.8 × 1.2in.) and weighs 63grams (=2.7oz., excluding battery). It can be attached on clothes or objects with tapes. It equips five infrared LED’s on the top. The LED’s are the same model as used conventionally in remote controllers for VCR or TV set. Emission of the LED’s is controlled by Microchip PIC16F84 micro controller in the tag. Though infrared emission of the LED’s cannot be seen by human, it can be seen by an ordinary video camera. (You may realize this by filming a infrared remote controller with a video camera while pressing its “volume” button.) At the receiver side, captured video is sent to computer to be analyzed. Table 1 shows the advantages and disadvantages of the Balloon Tag comparing to the other ID tagging methods. The number in Table 1 comes from Toshiba’s web site[11]. Rekimoto et al. also discussed the features of visual tags in [12].



Detector Tag distance Speed Augment-ability Dynamic change of ID Obtrusiveness



Balloon Tag Video camera Not limited Slow Yes Possible by control chip No



Passive RFID tag Radio antenna ~0.25m Fast No Rewriting required No



Printed barcode Video camera Not limited Fast Yes Reprinting required Yes



Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of the Balloon Tag The Balloon Tag’s transmission rate is limited by video frame rate. When computer can process 10 video frames per second, the transmission rate cannot exceed 5Hz (see also Section 3). Because of this, practical transmission rate for the Balloon Tag is set to be 4 Hz. Although it is very slow, when large memory is installed in (or out of) the Balloon Tag, it can transmit longer sequence of data.



Figure 2. The Balloon Tag (right), battery and US quarter coin. The Balloon Tag is apparently larger and thicker than the other tags. And it does require a battery as power source. However, because the Balloon Tag equips PIC controller, it can have the function of switching the transmitting signal as the user’s context changes. At the same time, since the tag ID is read by a video camera, receiver can obtain the position of the tag in the image as it can do with the barcode method.



Obtrusiveness is an important issue for wearable computers. Visual tags may sometimes be considered inconvenient. For example, when a robbery with gun or knife is threatening a person at the bank, he/she may want to call security without letting the robbery know it. With the Balloon Tag, human eyes cannot recognize its transmission, but surveillance camera in the ATM can capture video which shows an emergency signal from the tag, and who is issuing it. This example is shown in detail later in Section 5. Figure 3 shows an actual image of the Balloon Tag installation.



Since barcode is captured in video image, user can attach larger code when he/she wants the tag to be recognized in longer distance. For example, 1×1-meter barcode in 10 meters away may be recognized properly. Same as above, the Balloon Tag can be designed to be recognized in a remote place by making it bigger and installing brighter LED’s. Another difference from barcodes is, the Balloon Tag is a light source. Therefore it can be recognized even in the darkness where barcodes cannot be read by a video camera. The prototype shown in Figure 2 can be used within the distance of approximately 1 meter from the camera. Figure 3. Installation of the Balloon Tag.



3. Transmission and Reception As seen in Figure 4, video camera captures the image of the Balloon Tag to decode its ID. To improve the recognition performance, an optical filter is attached before the lens. The filter cuts off approximately 470 – 620 nm lights in wavelength. The camera itself is a conventional video camera Sony CCD-MC100.



Each packet of data follows a header sequence, which is a unique series of bits indicating the beginning of the data packet. In Figure 5, the header “0001” is followed by data “10100110”. To find the best length of the header, we introduced the bit rate effectiveness measurement B as follows. For example, the transmission goes with 4-bit header “0001” followed by 8-bit data. In the data sequence, data patterns including “0001” cannot be used because of confusion. Therefore, 80 patterns (such as 00011111, 11000101, etc.) are eliminated as unusable data patterns. The number of valid b-bit data for h-bit header can be calculated by:



N hb = 2b + where
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denotes a flooring function producing the



maximum integer that doesn’t exceed x. When there are T ticks (total number of rises and falls of the timing signal) in a second, the tag sends T (h + b ) data packets per



Figure 4. System overview of the Balloon Tag and its detector.



(N hb )T (h+b ) variation of data can be T (h +b ) } bit sent in a second. Here we can say log 2 {(N hb )



3.1 The Balloon Tag protocol



binary data can be sent in a second. By making T to be 1, the effectiveness of one timing tick can be measured as:



Bhb =



Figure 5. Data encoding. Figure 5 shows the blinking pattern of the center (data) LED. The timing of the transmission is rises and falls of the timing signal. If the center LED is off when the corner LED’s turn on or off, it means “0”. If the center LED is on when the corners turn on or off, the data is “1”.



1 log 2 N hb h+b



For example, if the timing signal blinks at 4Hz, the tag transmits 8Bhb bits per second. Table 2 shows calculated Bhb values.



data length



As described in Section 2, the Balloon Tag of the current version has five infrared LED’s. Four in the corner turn on and off regularly as the timing signal. One in the center goes on and off according to the data to be transmitted.



second. This means



4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12



2 0.33 0.37 0.38 0.33 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.28 0.26



3 0.51 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.59 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.62



4



header length 5 6



0.53 0.57 0.60 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.67 0.69



0.54 0.57 0.60 0.63 0.65 0.67 0.68



0.53 0.57 0.59 0.62 0.64 0.66



7



8



0.53 0.56 0.59 0.61 0.63



0.53 0.55 0.58 0.60



Table 2. Bit rate effectiveness measurement B As seen in Table 2, 4-bit header provides the most efficient transmission in the bit rate for 6–12-bit data. Therefore, we used 4-bit header followed by 8-bit data in the experiments.



3.2 ID decoding algorithm



3.3 Identification test



At the receiver side, the captured video frames are analyzed as follows (Figure 6).



Figure 7 shows the actual screen shots of the receiver application program. Small rectangles in the picture indicate the detection of the Balloon Tag. In the picture on the left, a person wears the Balloon Tag which is programmed to transmit “Hisashi Aoki” repeatedly. Note that he is in an ISWC’99 cap. The cap has 6 blinking LED’s. He is pressing “volume up” button on the remote controller (interference source) in his right hand. Even there are seven other jamming sources, only the Balloon Tag is recognized properly. In the picture on the right, two people are wearing the tags. They transmit “gmatsu” and “Hisashi Aoki” respectively.



Because optical filter is attached to the camera, LED emission produces bright pixels in the captured video image. By cutting off darker pixels under the given threshold, many pixels not related to the tags are eliminated (step 2). However, there may still be bright pixels, such as light bulb or reflection. In step 3, larger blobs are eliminated.



Figure 6. Decoding algorithm. Here the system looks for the combinations of four blobs that produces diamond (step 4). When a diamond appears from the dark, the system looks for the bright blob in it. If there is one, it generates the received signal of “1”. If nothing, it generates “0”. In the same manner, when a diamond disappears, the existence of the inner blob generates the signal of “1” or “0”. If the center points of two diamonds in two consecutive frames are close enough, the system detects that those two are the signal from one single tag and decodes those as sequential data.



Figure 7. Screen shots of the identification test.



4. Combining Balloon Tag and Bluetooth 4.1 Bluetooth radio tag



By using this algorithm, there are the following advantages: -



Detection and decoding can be done regardless of the size of tags.



-



Detection and decoding can be done regardless of the blinking frequency of tags.



For the first point, the user can use any size of the tag as long as it has four LED’s on the corner and one in the center. When the receiver needs to know the distance to the tag as used in Section 4, the tag can be designed to transmit its size (diagonal length). For the second point, the system observes just the appearance and disappearance of diamonds. It doesn’t require synchronization. This enables multiple users to have their own tags with their own blinking frequency.



Figure 8. Bluetooth transceiver A radio transceiver module based on the Bluetooth[13] can act as a short-range wireless tag having a capability of high speed data communications (Figure 8). The Bluetooth tags can communicate with each other within the range of approximately 10 meters by using 2.4GHz ISM (industrial, scientific, medical) band radio wave. As



the typical radiation pattern is far isotropic compared to the Balloon Tag, the chance of communication would increase very much. Just getting into the field of Bluetooth connection from any directions, the user’s Bluetooth tag can establish the communication. As the wave length of 2.4GHz signal (12.5cm) is much longer than the infrared light (800nm – 1000nm), the signal from the Bluetooth tag can be delivered by reflection, transmission or scattering to the places where the infrared light from the same place can not reach. In addition, the peak data transfer rate of several hundred kilobits per second is much higher than that of the Balloon Tag. An intensive use of frequency hopping technique can minimize the degradation of transfer rate in some noisy environment. Although the Bluetooth tag has a number of advantages over the Balloon Tag as shown above, there would be also some remarkable disadvantages. For example, it would be hard for the Bluetooth tag to determine from which direction the wave from a specific user's Bluetooth module comes to the tag receiver installed at a certain place. As told in the previous sections, the Balloon Tag has a capability of determining who in the field of view is transmitting the ID signal. The limitation of the number of connections between a Bluetooth tag receiver and user's modules, which comes from the specification of the Bluetooth, might affect the quality of service in some congested situations. Thanks to the nature of light wave, the Balloon Tag could solve the problem by determining the nearest user who is approaching from the appropriate direction.



4.2 Co-operative utilization of Balloon and Bluetooth tags



from the Balloon Tags and Bluetooth tags organize the fixed information service station. In this system organization, the power consumption of the equipments carried by the user can be minimized because the user does not need to have a power consuming camera system. If the user want to get somewhat large amount of information from the tag, it would take long time to receive the data only through the camera connected to the user’s computer. In this case, a wide bandwidth of the Bluetooth could be helpful. On the other hand, the Balloon Tag receiver can choose a specific user who is showing his/her demands to access the tag. If the user's Balloon Tag transmits some user-specific information such as a portion of Bluetooth device address (BD_ADDR) of the user's Bluetooth tag, the fixed information service station can establish a data link with this specific user. In the experiment as shown in Figure 9, the receiver firstly looks for the Balloon Tags that transmit its size and lower part of BD_ADDR (step 1). When found, distances to the Tag is calculated. Then, the system chooses the nearest tag wearer (step 2) to establish Bluetooth connection (step 3). This algorithm enables Bluetooth receiver to select one out of multiple transceivers easily. For example, an information kiosk terminal may want to receive profile information of the user, not those of people just passing by or just hanging around. However, Bluetooth receiver itself doesn’t have a clue to tell who in the field of connection intends to be served. With the proposed algorithm, a camera in the kiosk terminal firstly detects the Balloon Tag, and then Bluetooth connection is established to obtain more detailed profile information such as his/her interest or history of purchase.



Figure 10. Screen shots of the experiment. Figure 9. Selective connection over Bluetooth From the consideration above, the combination of both tags would make advantages in terms of a wide variety of use. In our experimental system, the user is having both the Balloon Tag (transmitter) and a Bluetooth transceiver (Figure 9). A digital camera to receive the signals



As shown in Figure 10, the system finds the Balloon Tag (1), and tries to establish Bluetooth connection (2). A detailed information (name and URL in the figure) is received over Bluetooth and shown on the screen (3). If a new wearer appears closer than the previous wearer, the new connection is established with



the nearest transceiver (4). The number in the screen shot (“39.9” in image 4) indicates the distance (arbitrary unit). Consequently, the Balloon Tags and the Bluetooth tags work together to overcome the drawbacks of each other. That is to say, the Bluetooth tag offers a wide bandwidth data communication and the Balloon Tag gives a capability of determining a specific target for communication. We are now currently developing an experimental system utilizing both tags. On the user's side, the Balloon Tag and the Bluetooth tag are both controlled by a small processing unit using an 8-bit RISC microprocessor to minimize the power consumption. Except for the camera and the video processing system to receive the signals from other tags, the system can work without a power consuming notebook computer and so forth. From experimental results, we found a fact that the effective communication range (in distance) of the Bluetooth transceiver changes by the status of link. Before establishing the link by some negotiation process, the effective range is rather short. However, once the communication is established, the range becomes much longer. The mechanism of this phenomenon can be explained as follows. Before establishing the link, the frequency hopping patterns of two Bluetooth transceivers might be different. The chance of meet at the common frequency decreases, and the equivalent power of radio wave becomes lower. Therefore, the possibility of establishing the communication becomes smaller and the effective range becomes shorter. However, once the communication is established and the two Bluetooth transceivers share the same frequency hopping pattern, the situation is reversed. By utilizing this phenomenon, the proposed system can be more robust. That is to say, once the communication link is established, a wider variety of movements of the user in terms of walking speed, posture and so forth can be allowed. In this case, the Balloon Tag acts as a sort of trigger device to make an appropriate communication link over Bluetooth. As a result, the combination of the Balloon Tags and the Bluetooth tags can improve the usability of the information service system by reducing the obtrusiveness to the user.



Security camera



Figure 11. Application for security. This idea is related with security. As described in Section 2, the Balloon Tag can ask for help secretly. Figure 11 explains this example. When a customer stands in front of an ATM at the bank, a robbery with the gun stands behind him. He can call for security just by turning on his Balloon Tag. His emergency message is caught by the surveillance camera in the ATM and the security or police will be called.



Privacy camera



Figure 12. Application for privacy issue. Some people likes to be taken in the picture, but some doesn't. The Balloon Tag can send "Don't take picture of me." message to camera. When a camera received this message, it can notify the user that someone in the view doesn't want to be in the picture frame. If the camera can extract the object, it can blur or mask out the person who hates to be photographed (Figure 12).



Smart camera



5. Other Applications As explained in Section 2, the most basic application of the Balloon Tag is augmented reality (AR). However, it has some applications other than AR or communication establishment in combination with Bluetooth.



Figure 13. The Balloon Tag gives advices on framing.



Not all people is a good cameraman. In our pictures, we often find somebody is cut out on the edge of the frame, or completely gone out of the frame. With a smart camera which has the function to read the Balloon Tag, the user can register your friend's tag ID in advance. The camera pre-scans the frame before taking picture. If four people (A,B,C and D) are registered and expected to be in the picture frame, but not all of them is identified by prescanning, the camera alerts like "C will not be in the picture" (Figure 13). The camera may also be able to advise the arrangement of people not to let them stand in too dense or too sparse. With such smart camera, annotations to the object (e.g. URL or email address) can be attached automatically to the picture at the moment of taking.



6. Summary The authors have developed an infrared tagging system which provides the position recognition and ID reading at a time. The tag is lighter than 3 oz (excluding battery) and attached to clothes or objects. The blinking pattern of infrared LED’s on the tag is read by an ordinary video camera. Different from barcodes, tags are visually non-obtrusive because the patterns on the tag cannot be detected by human eyes but a video camera. Moreover, we proposed a combination of the Balloon Tag and a short-range wireless tag based on the Bluetooth technology. The co-operative utilization of the two different colored devices can improve the usability of the information service system in terms of bandwidth, determination of specific user, non-obtrusiveness in its use, and so forth. Additionally, the authors also discussed the possible applications of the Balloon Tag. We continue a study and design of the Balloon Tag further, and we also keep up the development of its combination with wireless communication such as Bluetooth.
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From hobby to lucrative app gaming business: How Balloon ... 

From hobby to lucrative app gaming business: How Balloon Island grew with AdMob. In 2011, after 20 years of working a job that didn't tap into his pas-.
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Google Tag Manager Empowers Agencies. 

we've included user management and permissions tools. To add and manage users, go to the All Accounts page and click View Users for the account you wish to manage. On the Account Users page, click New User and provide the user's email address. Edit t
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